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Introduction 
Let K be an arbitrary commutative ring. By an abelian Hopf algebra over K we 
mean a strictly commutative, cocommutative, connected, graded Hopf algebra 
over K [6, 81. Denote by XK the category of all abelian Hopf algebras over K and 
their homomorphisms. 
We recall that if K is a field, then 5YK is a Grothendieck category [4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 
141. In this case 2, was intensively studied by many authors [4, 8-141 and a lot of 
interesting properties of XK were established. In the case that K is an arbitrary 
ring, Yc!~ is an additive category with all colimits which has a set of generators (see 
[S] and Section 1). It is easy to see that XK is not an abelian category if for 
example K is equal to the ring Z of rational integers. Then the following question 
arises: “When is XK abelian?” The answer to this question is given by the 
following theorem which is the main result of this paper: 
Main Theorem. The category X, of all abelian Hopf algebras over a commutative 
ring K is abelian if and only if for any prime number p the ring KIpK is a von 
Neumann regular ring and pK = p2K. 
It follows that 2, is abelian if K is either a von Neumann regular ring or if K is 
a Q-algebra, where Q denotes the field of rational numbers. 
In Section 1 we collect notations, definitions and preliminary results on the 
category of abelian Hopf algebras over an arbitrary ring used in the paper. We 
observe there that X, is a Grothendieck category whenever it is abelian. 
In Section 2 we show that XK is an abelian category if K is a von Neumann 
regular ring. 
In Section 3 we prove that if K is a Q-algebra, then X, is abelian by showing 
that 2, is equivalent to the category of reduced graded K-modules. This 
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generalizes a special case of the well-known theorem which says that the category 
of cocommutative graded Hopf algebras over a field of characteristic zero is 
equivalent to the category of graded Lie algebras [8, Theorem 5.181. 
The Main Theorem is proved in Section 4. We also give there an example of a 
ring K such that 2YK is abelian but which is neither a von Neumann regular ring 
nor a Q-algebra nor a product of such rings. 
1. Basic definitions and results 
Let K be an arbitrary commutative ring. We denote by Ju, the category of all 
positively graded K-modules M = @ nzO M,L and by Jlli the full subcategory of Ju, 
consisting of all reduced K-modules, i.e. these M having M, = 0. If M, N are 
graded K-modules, then the grading of the tensor product M @ N = M gK N is 
defined by (M 63 N), = @,+,=, M, C3 N,. As usual, the interchange map 
T:M@N-+N@M satisfies +~@yy)=(-l)~‘~y@J~ for xEM,>, YEN,. In the 
sequel, K will also denote a graded K-module with K in degree 0 and zero 
modules in the remaining degrees. 
An abelian Hopf algebra over K is a graded K-module A together with 
structural homomorphisms of graded K-modules 
q=vA:K-+A -the unity of A, 
e= E~:A+K - the counity of A, 
@ = “pA : A @ A -+ A - the multiplication of A, 
A = A, : A + A @ A - the comultiplication of A, 
which satisfy the well-known axioms of connectivity, associativity, commutativity 
and mutual compatibility. We assume that multiplication is strictly commutative, 
i.e. x2 = 0 for every x of odd degree in A. By an abelian Hopf algebra map 
between abelian Hopf algebras A and B we mean a graded K-module homomor- 
phism f : A + B which commutes with structural homomorphisms 7, F, CD, A in an 
obvious way. With these definitions we get a category of abelian Hopf algebras 
over K which we denote by 2,. Observe that the structural homomorphisms 7, E, 
@, A are morphisms in XK for any A in 2YK. We assume also that the related 
notions of graded algebra and coalgebra are known (see [6, 81 for definitions). 
We begin with the following well-known result: 
Theorem 1.1. The category XK is an additive category which possesses all co&nits, 
i.e. it is cocomplete. q 
For the proof see [EC]. We remark only that: 
(a) The coproduct of A, B in X, is A C3 B with the natural Hopf algebra 
structure over K. The zero object of 2, is K with isomorphisms as structural 
homomorphisms. 
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(b) For any A, B in ZK, the set XK(A, B) of all abelian Hopf algebra maps 
from A to B is an abelian group under the operation * defined by 
f*s = @B(f@dAA 
for f, g in Xr,(A, B). The zero element in %?,(A, B) is the map necA which will 
be denoted by 0. 
(c) The cokernel of a morphism f : A -+ B in SY, is the difference cokernel 
g : B -+ C in Ju K of the following two homomorphisms 
with the unique abelian Hopf algebra structure for which g is a morphism in %‘,. 
It is easy to see that C= BIBf(@,,, A,). 
(d) For any direct system in SYK, the underlying graded K-module of its colimit 
in Z, is equal to the colimit of the underlying direct system in JG1,. 
To prove our next result we need the notion of a pure submodule. A graded 
submodule M’ of a graded K-module M is a pure submodule if the induced 
homomorphism M’ @ N- M @J N is a monomorphism for any N in JR,. It is easy 
to see that the union of an ascending chain of pure graded submodules is a pure 
graded submodule. In the sequel we denote by 1x1 the cardinality of the set X. 
Proposition 1.2. Let M be a graded submodule of an abelian Hopf algebra A. Then 
(a) There exists a graded subalgebra a(M) of A such that MC a(M) and 
la(M)1 smax(lMI, IKI, X,,); 
(b) There exists a graded subcoalgebra c(M) of A such that M C c(M), c(M) is a 
pure graded submodule of A and [c(M)1 5 max( 1 MI, ( KI , X0). 
Proof. (a) As a(M) we may take the subalgebra generated by M. 
(b) Modify arguments in [2, Theorem 3.11 to the graded case. 0 
Proposition 1.3. Let M be a graded submodule of an abelian Hopf algebra A. Then 
there exists an abelian Hopf subalgebra A’ of A such that M C A’ and IA’/ 5 
max(lMl, IKIt No). 
Proof. Let A, = M, A, = a(A,_,) if n is odd and A,, = c(A,_,) if n is even for 
n > 0. It is clear that A’ = UnzO A, is a pure graded submodule of A and 
(A’/ Smax(lMl, IK(, X0). S’ mce direct colimits in the categories of algebras and 
coalgebras over K are created by the underlying module functors [2, 81, we have 
that A’ is a graded subalgebra and subcoalgebra of A. One checks immediately 
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that the canonical homomorphisms 
A’@...‘8A’-A@...@A 
L J < / 
kx kx 
are monomorphisms for all k 2 0, because A’ is a pure graded submodule of A. 
Hence the mutual compatibility of the structural homomorphisms in A’ can be 
deduced from that of A. This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
Corollary 1.4. The abelian Hopf algebras over K whose cardinality are 
smax( 1 KI, 8,) generate the category X,. 
Proof. Let f : A -+ B be a morphism in 2Y:, with f # 0. Then there is some x E A of 
positive degree such that f(z) # 0. Let M be the submodule of A generated by X. 
Then (MI 5 \KI and the result follows immediately from the previous 
proposition. 0 
We define a covariant functor I: 2Y,-+ &L by assigning to each A = BnzO A, 
from X, the reduced graded K-module Z(A) = enzl A, and to each f = 
enzO f, : A+ B in 2, the K-homomorphism Z(f) = enzl f,. Since Z(A) is an 
ideal in A, we may define a functor Q : X,* Ju i by putting Q(A) = Z(A) /Z(A)‘. 
It is easy to verify the following: 
Lemma 1.5. Let f : A + B be a morphism in 2FK. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) f is an epimorphism in 2,; 
(b) f is surjective; 
(c) Q(f) is surjective. 0 
If A is an abelian Hopf algebra over K, then 
P(A)={aEA:A(a)=a@l+lC3a} 
is a reduced graded K-module. The elements of P(A) are called the primitive 
elements of A. Any morphism f : A+ B in XK induces a homomorphism 
P(f):P(A)+P(B) in Jui, so that we have a covariant functor P: X,-+ Jui. 
Observe that for any reduced graded K-module M the universal enveloping 
algebra S(M) of M considered as a Lie algebra with zero product is an object of 
X,. Hence we have a functor S : Al i + XK which we call a strictly symmetric 
Hopf algebra functor. We have the following useful result proved in [S]: 
Proposition 1.6. The functor S is a left adjoint to P. 0 
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If A belongs to X, and M belongs to JR;, then the morphism S(M)+ A 
corresponding to p : M+ P(A) will be denoted by p*. 
Lemma 1.7. A morphism f : A + B in SY;, is a monomorphism in XK if and only if 
P(f): P(A)+ P(B) is an injective map. 
Proof. The functor P preserves monomorphisms as a right adjoint functor. 
Suppose P(f) is a monomorphism in JX i. Let g = enrO g, : C+ A be a mor- 
phism in Z, such that fg = 0. We will show g, = 0 for n 2 1. Since A 1 = P(A), , it 
follows that f, = P( f)I is an injective map. Hence g, = 0. Let n > 1 and assume 
that g,, . . . , 8,-I are zero homomorphisms. Let c belongs to C,. Then g(c) is a 
primitive element in A because A(c)=c@l+~c~@c~+l@c with 15 
deg c:, deg cy 5 n - 1. Hence (fg),(c) = P( f),g,(c) = 0. Since P(f) is an injec- 
tive map, g,(c) = 0 and consequently the lemma follows by induction. 0 
As a consequence of the above lemma and [S, Proposition 3.91 we get 
Corollary 1.8. Zf A, B in %‘k are flat as K-modules and f : A--+ B is a morphism in 
Xk, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) f is a monomorphism in Xk; 
(b) f is an injective map; 
(c) P(f) is a monomorphism in Ju i. q 
The following result follows simply from Lemma 1.7: 
Corollary 1.9. Every direct colimit of monomorphisms in the category FX;, is a 
monomorphism. Cl 
A Grothendieck category is a cocomplete abelian category which has a set of 
generators and every direct colimit of monomorphisms is a monomorphism. As an 
immediate consequence of Corollaries 1.4 and 1.9 we have 
Theorem 1.10. Zf the category SY;, is abelian, then it is a Grothendieck category. 0 
For any ring homomorphism (Y : K+ K’ we have two functors: the extension of 
scalars functor ff # : .A,+ .4X,, and the restriction of scalars functor 
ff# . . .JtK, + .A, which is a right adjoint to (Y ‘. We denote by the same symbols the 
analogous functors between Jbl i and JU & [ 1, 31. The functor (Y ’ induces a functor 
between X, and &YK. which will also be denoted by (Y #. 
Lemma 1.11. Zf IX: K-, K’ is a ring homomorphism, then 
(a) The functor CY ’ : XK + 2,. preserves colimits and epimorphisms; 
(b) The following diagrams are commutative: 
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(c) If, in addition, (Y is a flat homomorphism, then the following diagram is 
commutative: 
and CY # preserves monomorphisms. 
Proof. (a) and (b) follow immediately from the definitions and properties of the 
tensor product. For (c) we remark that if for an object A in XK, i: Z(A)--+ A and 
j: A+ Z(A) are natural injection and projection maps in Jc1,, then P(A) is a 
kernel of the following homomorphism in Ju i: 
(j@j)Ai 
Z(A) - Z(A) ‘23 I(A) . 
The second part of (c) follows from the first one and Lemma 1.7. 0 
In general there is no right adjoint functor to cx # : i%fK+ X,, . However we have 
the following easy lemma: 
Lemma 1.12. Zf a ring homomorphism CY : K-+ K’ is such that 
for any M’, N’ in M,,, then the functor (Y # : X,+ 2,. has a right adjoint functor 
such that the diagram 
is commutative and (Y+ (A’)O = K for A’ in kX,, . Furthermore (Y ‘(Y# = 1 zK, and the 
functor cq+ commutes with the functors S and P. 0 
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Notice that a ring homomorphism (Y : K+ K’ has the property considered in 
the above lemma if either K’ is a factor ring or if it is a localization of K and (Y is 
the corresponding canonical homomorphism. 
Now let K = K’ X K” and let LY’: K+ K’, (Y”: K+ K” be the natural projec- 
tions. Then the canonical decomposition JII~ = JU,, X Ju,. induces the decompo- 
sition X, = X,. x 2”. given by A I+ (o”(A), a”*(A)). The inverse functor is 
given by (A’, A”) * cyk(A’) (23 o$(A”). Hence we have the canonical natural 
transformation p, I : a: (Y ’ # + 1, given by inclusion ak o”(A) + A z 
(~;(~‘#(A)@cx;a”* (A) for any A in XK. As a consequence of the decomposition 
XK = X,, x XKss one gets 
Proposition 1.13. Zf K = K’ x K”, then X, is an abelian category if and only if both 
Yt’,, and Xk,, are abelian. 0 
2. The category sip, over a von Neumann regular ring 
We begin with the following: 
Lemma 2.1. Let f: A+ B be a morphism in ST,, C a graded submodule of A 
defined by 
C={aEA:(fG311,)A(a)=1@a} 
and i: C+ A be the natural inclusion homomorphism. Zf A, B, C are flat K- 
modules, then C is a Hopf subalgebra of A and the pair (C, i) is the kernel off in 
Rk. 
Proof. We prove only the existence of the map A : C+ C 63 C such that (i 8 i)A = 
Ai. The existence of the remaining homomorphisms is left to the reader. 
At first we remark that the following sequences 
o-c- (f@‘l,a,)A i A- .B@A, 
(o@l,)A 
O-C-A 
(l,@ff)A 
:A@B 
(l,.,@W 
are exact in AK. Since A, B, C are flat we obtain the following commutative 
diagram with exact rows and columns: 
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I 1 
O-C@C- CBA- C@A@B 
I I I 
0-ABC- A@A----t A@A'%B 
Ii II II 
O-B@AAC-BBAAAABBAAAAB 
It is easy to see that for any c in C an element AAi(c) belongs to the kernels of 
1, @(I, @.0AA - 1, @ (1, @O)A, and (fG311,)A,G311, -(OG311,)A,@1~. By 
the above diagram we see that AAi(c) belongs to the image of i 63 i. Since i @ i is 
an injection, there exists a required homomorphism A: C+ C 63 C. Because i, 
i 8 i and i @ i El i are injections we easily obtain that (C, 77, E, @, A) is a graded 
abelian Hopf algebra over K and i is a morphism in Z,. 
Finally, let g : X+ A be a morphism in 3?, which satisfies fg = 0. Then a simple 
computation shows that (f ‘$3 l,)A, g = (0 @ l,)A,g. Hence there exists the 
unique homomorphism g’ : X + C which satisfies g = ig’. It is obvious that g’ is a 
morphism in 3YK. This proves that (C, i) is a kernel of f and the lemma is 
proved. 0 
Since any module over a von Neumann regular ring is flat, we have 
Corollary 2.2. Zf K is a von Neumann regular ring, then any morphism in 2, has a 
kernel. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let f : A+ B and i : C+ A be as in Lemma 2.1. Then for any Jlat ring 
homomorphism L-X: K-+ K’ thepair (cY#(C), a”(i)) is the kernel of a”(f) in Z,,. 
Proof. The exact sequence 
o- &A=&$3 A@B 
A 
with flat K-modules induces the exact sequence with flat K’-modules 
O-c?+(C)- a*(A) =S a+(A)@d(B). 
The assertion of the lemma now follows from Lemma 2.1. 0 
We will use the following well-known result: 
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Lemma 2.4. A commutative ring K is a von Neumann regular ring if and only if for 
any prime ideal p the localization KD is a field. 0 
Theorem 2.5. If K is a commutative von Neumann regular ring, then SY:, is an 
abelian category. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 and Corollary 2.2 5Y, is an additive category with kernels 
and cokernels. In order to complete the proof it is sufficient to show that any 
monomorphism in ZEK is a kernel of its own cokernel and any epimorphism in ZK 
is a cokernel of its own kernel [7]. We shall prove only the first of the above 
statements. The proof of the second one is similar. 
Let f : C+ A be a monomorphism in %K and let g : A + B be a cokernel off in 
ZK. Consider the kernelf’ : C’ + A of g. There exists a morphism h : C-+ C’ such 
that f = f ‘h. Given a prime ideal p in K, we denote by CQ, : K+ K, the localization 
homomorphism. By Lemma 1.11(a) the pair (a:(B), Lyp#(g)) is the cokernel of 
a,“(f). Since (Ye is a flat ring homomorphism, it follows by Corollary 1.8 that 
cxY,“(f) is a monomorphism in ,ZK, and (a,“(C’), crp#(f’)) is a kernel of Lyp#(g) in 
ZZ,, by Lemma 2.3. Since K, is a field, ZKp is abelian and therefore cxp#(h) is an 
isomorphism. It follows from [l, Proposition 3.91 that h is an isomorphism. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
3. The category XK over a Q-algebra 
Throughout this section we assume that K is a Q-algebra. Let X be a graded 
abelian Hopf algebra over K and let 8” X = X@ * * * @ X (k times) for k E fW = 
(0, 1,2, . . .}. The structural morphisms @ = Qx and A = A, induce the canonical 
morphisms ok:Bk X+X and Ak:X+Qk X in RK defined by Q” = qx, 
@ k+’ = @(@” @lx) and A0 = ex, Ak+’ = (A” @ l,)A, for any k E fV. In particu- 
lar, we have @I = l,, @’ = @ and A’ = l,, A* = A. For X# K we put d(X) = d 
if X, # 0 and Xi = 0 for 0 < i < d. For X = K we put d(X) = a. It is obvious that 
X d(X) = P(X). 
Suppose that A f K, d(A) = d and M = A,. Then the K-module 8” M = 
M@. . .C3 M may be considered simultaneously as a direct summand of 8” A 
and 8” S(M) for any k in N. The corresponding natural projections and 
injections will be denoted by rk and qk, respectively. We define K-module 
homomorphisms f, : An + S(M), , n E N, by putting f, = 0 if n is not divisible by 
d, and by taking for k!f, the composed homomorphism 
if n = kd. 
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Proposition 3.1. The map f = enzO f, : A+ S(M) is a morphism in 2,. 
Proof. It is obvious that f preserves unity and counity maps since f, = 1,. Now we 
prove that f preserves comultiplication. Let y E A,. If d k n, then it is easy to see 
that Af(y)=O=(f@f)A(y). If 
c a,G3...@ua,, 
y1= dk for some k in N and r, Ak( y) = 
then f(y) = (l/k!) c a, . . . uk, by definition off. Hence 
Af(y)=+&Q31+l@ul).. . (a,@1 + l@u,) 
C &C”)” C um(l) . . . uv(i) @‘a,(i+l) . ’ . ‘u(k) 
. r+l=k eEB(ilj) 
where G(i 1 j) is the set of all permutations (+ of { 1, . . , k} such that ~(1) < 
(r(2) < *. . < c(i) and a(i + 1) < a(i + 2) < . . . < c(k) and ~(a) is the sign of u. 
Since the commutativity of A = A, yields 
for any permutation (T of { 1, . . . , k}, we get from the above equality 
MY) = j+Fzk & c a, . . . u,@‘a,+l . . . 'k > 
because IG(i 1 j)l = k! l(i!j!). 
Now if 
where c b’“’ 8 c(‘) is a summand of A(y) belonging to A, C3 At, then 
Hence if d does not divide S, then (f, @h)( c b’“’ 63 c@)) = 0, whereas if s = di and 
t = dj, then the formula Ak = (A’@ A’)A yields 
(ri @ r,)(A’ 8 A’)( c b’“’ 8 c@‘) = (ri C3 r,)(A’ 63 A’)A( y) 
=C(u,~~~~~uai)~(u,+l~~~~~uk). 
Consequently we get 
(f@.f>A(r) = i+2k +, c a,. . . ~,@~a,+1 . . . ak . . 
and therefore Af = ( f @,f)A. 
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Now we check that f preserves multiplication. Let y E A,,, and z E A,. It is 
clear that f@( y @ z) = 0 = @(f @f)( y @ z), whenever d does not divide m or n, 
whereas if m = di, n = dj and 
then 
r,A’( y) = c a, 64. . . ~24 a, , r,Aj(z) = c 6, 63 . . . @ bj , 
@(f@f)(y@z) = 5 Cal.. . a,bl . . . bj. 
. . 
On the other hand, the sum c a, @. . . @ a, C3 1 C3. . . @ 1 is a summand of A”(y), 
k = i + j, belonging to 
A,@‘. @A,@A,%~@A,L~~A 
since Ak=(Ai~lA~...~lA)Ai+’ by the associativity of A. From the com- 
mutativity of A we conclude that the sum c 1@~~~~a,@3~~~@~a,@3~~~@l is a 
summand of A”(y) belonging to 
Similarly the sum c b, 8. . . G31~~~~E31G3~~~@~j is a summand of Ak(z) 
belonging to 
A,@.-- C3A,,@...@A”@...@A,&A 
Hence we get 
rkAk@(y@Z) = rk@(dk@dk)(y’8z) 
where c1 = a,, . . . , ci = ai, ci+, = b,, . . . , ck = bj. Consequently, in view of the 
commutativity of @ we have 
MY @z) = ; c 
’ uE&(ilj) 
E(U)” lx cv(l) . . . cc(k) 
= $ c a, . . a,b, . . . b,. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
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Theorem 3.2. For any Q-algebra K the functors 
are equivalences of categories, each inverse to the other. 
Proof. At first we prove that the natural transformation 1,; -+ PS is an equival- 
ence. Since P and S preserve direct sums we may assume that M is a homoge- 
neous K-module. For instance, let M = M,, d 2 1. Let y = c y, . . . y, be a 
nonzero primitive homogeneous element of degree dk in S(M) and let y, belong 
to M=S(M), for i=l,..., 
c @A(y,) . . . @A(y,). S’ 
k. Applying @A to y we get @A(y) = 
mce all elements in M are primitive in S(M), the above 
equality gives 2y = 2ky. Thus k = 1 and PS(M) = M. Consequently 1,; + PS is 
an equivalence. 
In order to prove that the natural transformation SP+ 1, is an equivalence, 
take an abelian Hopf K-algebra A # K and put M, = A,, where d = d(A). First 
we note that M, C P(A) and we denote by g : S(M,)+ A the morphism in X, 
induced by the injection M, C A. It is easy to see that the morphism 
f : A4 S(M,) in Proposition 3.1 is a left inverse of g. Hence by the dual version 
of [3, Proposition 5.41 we have A z S(M,) 8 A’, where A’ is a cokernel of g in X, 
and d’ = d(A’) > d. Now, if d’ = 00, then obviously A s S(M,). If d’ is finite, then 
applying the above argument to A’ we get A’ z S(M,,) 8 A” with d(A”) > d’ and 
therefore A g S(M,) 63 S(M,,) 63 A” g S(M, G3 Md,) @ A”. Continuing this proce- 
dure we get an isomorphism A z S(M), where M = M, $ M,, G3. . . . It follows 
from the first part of the proof that M z P(A) and hence we have an isomorphism 
SP(A) z A, which is obviously the natural morphism SP(A)-t A. Thus the 
theorem is proved. Cl 
As an immediate consequence of the above theorem we get 
Theorem 3.3. Zf K is a Q-algebra, then Xk is an abelian category and its global 
homological dimension is equal to the global homological dimension of K. 0 
4. Proof of the Main Theorem 
Let % be a class of all commutative rings K satisfying the following condition: 
(R) pK = p2K and KIpK is a von Neumann regular ring for 
any prime number p. 
The following simple lemma enlights the class 2: 
Lemma 4.1. (a) The class 24 contains all von Neumann regular rings and all 
Q-algebras. 
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(b) A ring of characteristic p > 0 belongs to 2% if and only if it is a van Neumann 
regular ring. 
(c) The class $3 is closed under products and factor rings. 0 
Now we give an example of a ring K in 3 which is neither a von Neumann 
regular ring nor a Q-algebra nor a product of such rings. 
Example. Let Z? be a factor ring of the product nP [F, of all Galois fields [F, 
modulo the ideal I = @, [F, and let CY :HP F,, - Z? be the corresponding canonical 
ring epimorphism. It is obvious that K is a Q-algebra. Let I= a(t), where 
t=(t,)E& lF,, b e an element of l?, which is transcendental over Q C Z? and let 
KxaP’ (Q[t]). The element t can be chosen as follows. Let us arrange all manic 
polynomials from Q[X] in an infinite sequence fi , f,, . and let pl, p2, . . . be an 
increasing sequence of prime numbers satisfying for any n in N+ = { 1,2, . . .} the 
following two conditions: 
(1) The coefficients of f, are defined in [F, for all primes p 2 p, ; 
(2) P, > deg( f, . . . f, ). 
Now choose t=(t,) in such a way thatf, . . . f,(t,)#Oifp,sp<p,+l. 
We show that K belongs to 2. Since for any prime number q the equality 
qQ[t] = q’Q[t] implies qK/( qK f~ I) = q*Kl( q2K fI Z) and qK II Z = BP+, 1F,, = 
q*K n I, we have qK = q*K. The isomorphism KIqK G 1F, is trivial. It is left to the 
reader that K is the required example. 
The proof of the following simple lemma is left to the reader: 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that a ring K is in the class 9.. Then 
(a) For any prime number p the ideal pK is generated by an idempotent eb. Zf 
ep = 1 - e; , then K is a product of rings Kel, = pK and Ke, z KIpK. The ring 
K, = Ke, is a von Neumann regular ring of characteristic p ; 
(b) The ideal J(K) = zr, K ep is a direct sum of ideals Ke,. The factor ring 
K = K/J(K) is a Q-algebra and it is a localization of K with respect to the 
multiplicative set Z\(O). 0 
Throughout this section we keep the notation of Lemma 4.2. Moreover, we 
need the following notation. If K belongs to 3, then the canonical ring homomor- 
phism K+ K,, will be denoted by LYE. We write VP and l/p for the functors ap” and 
CY P# introduced in Section 1. We denote by (Y the canonical ring homomorphism 
K* K and by V, U the functors a “, ‘Y#, respectively. Finally, we write pr, for the 
natural transformation 
Lemma 4.3. Let K be a ring 
Then 
in % and let f : M + N be a homomorphism in 4,. 
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(4 Zf V,(M) = 0 f or any prime number p and V(M) = 0, then M = 0; 
(b) f is a monomorphism (resp. epimorphism, isomorphism, a zero homomor- 
phism) if and only if V(f) and VP< f) are so for any prime number p. 
Proof. Statement (a) follows from equalities V,(M) = e,M for all p and V(M) = 
M/C, e,M. The necessity of (b) follows from the flatness of G and cyP for all p. 
The sufficiency of (b) follows from (a). q 
Proposition 4.4. Let K be a ring in 2, Then for any abelian Hopf algebra X over K 
the following commutative diagram (with the obvious morphisms in %‘k): 
0 SPU,V,(X) - WX) 
4 I 
I I 
63 upvp<x> - x 
P 
is a pushout. 
Proof. Applying functors VP and V to the above square and using Lemmas 1.6, 1.7 
and Theorem 3.2 we obtain the following pushouts: 
SPV,(X) =\ SPVp(X) o- SW(X) 
I 
V,(X) = 
I =I I= 
V,(X) 0 - V(X) 
respectively. Hence the proposition follows easily from Lemma 4.3. 0 
Proposition 4.5. Let K belong to 22. Then any morphism in SY, has a kernel. 
Proof. Let f: A+ B be a morphism in X,. Let cp: M+ P(A) be a kernel of 
p(f): f’(A)+ f’(B) in & i and for any prime number p let gp : C, * VP (A) be a 
kernel of V,(f) : V,(A) -+ V,(B) in the abelian category EX, . It is easy to see that 
W,) = V,(M) f or all p and that V(M) with the obvious morphism in V(A) is a 
kernel of V(f). Consider the following commutative square: 
y =‘up(Cp) - S(M) 
I I 
w’ 
@u,(c,,~A 
P 
with the bottom arrow induced by all p,(A)U,( g,) and the top arrow induced by 
all pp in the following commutative diagram: 
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q(g) q<cp> - PU,V,(A) p($Vpo PUpVpW 
‘P 
I 
WJA)) P(Pp(B)) 
M 
‘p I P(f) I 
>P(A) 'P(B) 
Now let 
be a pushout and let g: C+ A be the unique morphism in xK such that u’ = gu 
and w’ = gw. Applying Lemma 4.3(b) we see that g is a monomorphism in S!?‘,. 
We show that (C, g) is a kernel off. Let h : X+ A be an arbitrary morphism in 
SE’, such that fh = 0. By the definitions of cp and gp we obtain the following 
commutative diagrams: 
with the unique h, in SYK 
P 
and F in AL. By Proposition 4.4 the following 
commutative diagram: 
induces a unique morphism h :X+ C such that the following diagram is com- 
mutative: 
- x - SP(X) 
It is clear that h = gh”. Since g is a monomorphism, h is unique. This completes 
the proof of the proposition. 0 
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As a consequence of the above construction of kernels in ZK we get im- 
mediately 
Lemma 4.6. If K belongs to 22, then the functors VP and V preserve kernels. 0 
Proof of the Main Theorem. First we show that %‘:, is an abelian category, if K is 
in 5%. Thanks to Lemma 1.1 and Proposition 4.5, xK is an additive category with 
kernels and cokernels. Let f : C + A be a monomorphism in SF?, and let g : A + B 
be a cokernel of f in xK. Consider the kernel f’ : C’ + A of g. There exists a 
morphism h : C-t C’ such that f = f ‘h. Applying functors VP and V to the diagram 
and using Lemmas 1.8, 4.3 and 4.6 we see that h is an isomorphism. Hence, 
(C, f) is a kernel of its own cokernel. In the same way we prove that any 
epimorphism in %!, is a cokernel of its own kernel. Consequently, the category 
Z, is abelian. 
Now, suppose that K is not in 3. By the assumption it follows that there exists 
a prime number p such that either 
(a) pK # p2K, or 
(b) pK = p2K and KIpK is not a von Neumann regular ring. 
In both cases we shall show that there exists an epimorphism in %, which is not a 
cokernel of any morphism in 9??,. 
In case (a) we consider the following rings K’ = KIpK and K” = KIp’K. Let 
B’ = K’[Y]l(YP) and A” = K”[X] be objects in ZEK. and xK,,, respectively, with 
primitive elements Y and X of degree 2. Let B = cy;(B’), A = u$(A”), where 
(Y’ : K-- K’, (Y”: K+ K” are canonical ring epimorphisms. The required epimor- 
phism in %?, is a morphism f : A-, B such that f(X) = r, where Y is a residue 
class of Y in B ‘. 
Assume that g: C+ A is a morphism in R?, such that f is the cokernel of g. 
Then by construction of cokernels in E, we have 
p-1 cc 
g(Z(C))A = 2 pK”X’ + 2 K”X’ . 
i=l ,=p 
It follows that 
(1) g(C,,+,) = 0 for any n EN, 
(2) g(C,,)CpK”X”C(O:p)X” for n=l,...,p-1, where (O:p)={x~ 
K”:px=O}, 
(3) g(C,,) + pK”XP = K”X’. 
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Using (1) and (2) it is easy to see that 
( g @ A+(C) = g(c) @ 1 + 1 @ g(c) 
for cE C,,. On the other hand by (3) there exists c E C2, such that g(c) = uXp 
with u E K”, u F(O : p). Hence 
Ag(c)=g(c)@l+u x p!X%X’+l@g(c) 
i+icp E!]! 
i,j>o 
and it is obvious that 
u c plX’~X’ZO. 
j+jzp Z!]! 
i,j>O 
This contradiction proves what was required. 
In case (b) we may assume in view of Lemmas 1.8 and 4.2 that K is a ring of 
characteristic p which is not a von Neumann regular ring. Then there is t E K such 
that tK # t2K. Now we consider the following rings K’ = KItK and K” = KIt’K. 
Let B’ = K’[Z]/(Z’) and A” = K”[X, Y] be objects in %,, and xK,,, respectively, 
with primitive X and Z of degree 2 and with 
A(Y) = Y@l+ tx (pi;,1)! x’@xx’+1@y, 
. . 
where the sum runs over all natural numbers i, j > 0 such that i + j = p. Then let 
B = a:(B’), A = ai( where (Y’: K -+ K’, a” : K + K” are canonical ring 
epimorphisms. In this case the required epimorphism in x, is a morphism 
f:A+Bdefinedbyf(X)=Zandf(Y)=O, h w ere Z is a residue class of 2 in B’. 
The proof that the epimorphism f is not a cokernel of any morphism in %!?K is 
similar to the previous one and is left to the reader. This completes the proof of 
the Main Theorem. •i 
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